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CJ
by Courtney Jones
Who am I
That's for me to decide
I am not my pride
I am only what I feel on the inside
A queen? Am I?
I am the sun
I shine bright
I come and go by night
I am accompanied by friends
Though , Sometimes they hide my light
I travel alone though I am not
They do not define me
I do, that's my job
I am what I feel inside
So I feel free
I feel like a queen
I am queen
I am a scholar
I am all I can be
Ail I can be is me
That's who I am

Top : by Levette Williams
Bottom: by Nikhil Verma
Opposite: by Jaelin Forestier
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My Body vs Your Society
by Courtney Jones
Isn't it funny how we live in a world that values body parts
It doesn't think about what's is inside our hearts
Or who we are within or what we are capable of
It looks at breast for gratification and uses the brain for space
A society that spits women out picks them apart
Each.
And Every.
Body part .
I'm here to tell you we are more than a body
More than breasts
More than a butt
More than a vagina
We are so much more than what we show on the outside
We are fierce
We are mighty
We are intelligent
We are women
Be it the one who created you
The one you may love
It isn't just body parts
We the heart
We are the glue that keeps everything together
We are your mother, your sister, your cousin
We are women.

Above: by Sal Moran
Above right: by Kervin Noel
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Top: by Aaron-James Smith
Above: by Dana Alkhawaja
Above right: by Harika Rao
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Deadbeat
by Courtney Jones
I wish I had a deadbeat
One that never comes to see me
One that lies about showing up
Or even better a dad that does not even try
One that could care less about my existence
But here I am
with one who claims he cares but doesn't show it
Tells lies hides his lips and blames you for it
Leads you to the light to make you trust
But at dusk he's leading you to get back on the rollercoaster of emotions
How can I love when I've never received it
How can I trust when I've never seen it
How can I expect the best if I've never had it
My life would be so much better if I had a deadbeat

Opposite: by Nikhil Verma
Above: by Levette Williams
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Hide the Evidence

V

by Morgan Taylor

b

It's a Saturday morning and Derek has already eaten his breakfast and does
not have to do any homework. Derek's parents are busy working and his
friends are out of town. Derek's little brother Dustin walks up to him and
drops a baseball mitt into his lap causing Derek to look up at him. Dustin
explains to Derek that it's a beautiful day outside and that they should play
catch. At first, Derek says no because he doesn't want to, but after
constant asking from Dustin, Derek agrees to play catch with his little
brother. On their way outside, Dustin tosses the ball to Derek, but before
Derek catches the ball, it hits their mom's hockey trophy and knocks it to
the floor causing it to break. Derek and Dustin look at each other in panic
knowing that their mom is going to kill them when she finds out that they

broke her hockey trophy. Derek starts thinking of ways he can hide the
trophy. Dustin thinks that they should glue it back together, but that won't
work because it will still break because the glue may not be strong enough
to hold the trophy together. Derek then grabs the broom and quickly
sweeps it under the rug. Dustin thinks that it's a stupid idea because when
their parents step on the rug, they will feel the trophy under the rug. Before
Derek and Dustin can think of another way to hide the trophy, they hear their
mom yell, "My hockey trophy!" Derek and Dustin look up and see their mom
standing above them, and then look at each other in fear. For the rest of the
day, Derek and Dustin are serving their mom like she's at a spa. Derek and
Dustin vow to never play ball in the house again.
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Weekend
by David Fleisher
SETTING: A motel room. GILBERT and GLORIA SCHNAPPS are lying on
the bed. A telephone sits on a small table, and a television is nearby. It is
early morning.
AT RISE: GLORIA screams, GILBERT shakes her.

GILBERT
Honey, you' re having a nightmare, wake up. Wake up, Sweetheart.
(G LORIA stares a few moments at GILBERT)
GILBERT
Listen.
GLORIA
What?
GILBERT
Just listen.
GLORIA
I don't hear anything.
GILBERT
Exactly
GLOR IA
What am I supposed to hear?
GILBERT
Nothing, absolutely nothing.

GLORIA
Fine, I hear nothing.
GILBERT
It's just the two of us ... here ... alone.
(They hug)
GILBERT
No mail ...
GLORIA
No children .. .
GILBERT
No bills to pay...
GLORIA
No meetings .. . no nothing .
GILBERT
Just you and me.

GLORIA
God, I love you.
(They hug)
GILBERT
Unplug the phone.
GLORIA
Gilbert.
GILBERT
We agreed.
GLORIA
But Gil, what if ...
GILBERT
... Gloria, please. We agreed to something , now by God, let's stick to it.
(SH E unplugs the phone)
GLORIA
We're all alone, sweetheart. And now no phone. Isn't it wonderful?
GILBERT
Unplug the television.

GLORIA
No, please, don't do this , Gil. It's not necessary. We just won't watch it.
We don't need to unplug everything.
GILBERT
Unplug the bastard.
GLORIA
You aren't going to let this go, are you?
GILBERT
Are you going to be difficult?
GLORIA
Okay'
(SHE unplugs the television)
GILBERT
Now, may I have your undivided attention?
GLORIA
May you what?
GILBERT
Have your undivided attention?

9

GI LBERT
(Grabs her by the shoulders) Screw "Facts in Five!"

G
VI

GLORIA
(Pulling away)
Honey, you're hurting me. I Just thought while we' re here, it might be nice to
play a few games, that 's all. What's wrong with that?

G

GILBERT
(Unfolding a scroll , HE reads)
Be it resolved ..
GLORIA
Oh, shit, Gilbert, gimme a break.

GILBERT
Can I tell you what's wrong with it?

GLORIA
Weil, seeing as how it's just you and me here in a motel room with no phone
and now no television , yes, I think that would be entirely possible.

11

G
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GILBERT
(Reading)
Be it resolved that Gloria and Gilbert Schnapps agree to be together for
one entire weekend away from their children and all other distractions. The
purpose of said weekend is to renew their love and devotion to each other.
The parties in question are to remain together, stri ctly alone , without the
benefit of a telephone, television, or newspaper.
(To GLORIA)
Where's the newspaper?

GLORIA
I don 't like the tone of your voice.
GI LBERT
We are here not to play games, not to watch television, not to talk on the
telephone, and not to read the newspaper. We are here to simply be w ith
each other. Period.

G
N

G
1/1

G
GLORIA
That's it?

V',

GLORIA
I ate it.

GILBERT
That's it.

G

GILBERT
(Reading)
Furthermore, to strengthen their commitment to one another, said parties
agree to commit spontaneous acts of copulation over the course of the
weekend.

GLORIA
Assuming you might run low on testosterone, what else are we going to do
in thi s room for the next two days?

GLORIA
Oh, for God's sake, Gilbert.
GILBERT
Signed, Gloria and Gilbert Schnapps.

GILBERT
Why does everything have to be planned? Why can't we just be with each
other, you know, here, together, you and me?
GLOR IA
Honey, you're absolutely right. What the hell's the matter with me. God
knows we deserve some down time for ourselves .

F

G

s
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G
V,

GLORIA
I brought games.

GILBERT
That's my girl.

G

I\

GILBERT
Games?

(Silence)

G
T

GLORIA
(Takes out games) I have "Boggle"

GLORIA
Pumpkin?

0

GILBERT
Glori a...

GILBERT
Please don 't cal l me that. I thought I specifically asked you not to refer
to me as Pumpkin. You kn ow it brings back bad memories of Halloween
when I was a chi ld.

(

GLORIA
"Scrabble" ..

GLORIA
Look, your favorite, "Facts in Five" ..
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GLORIA
Sweetheart?
GILBERT
Please, Gloria ...

I'

(~

GILBERT
Better.

(

GLORIA
Would you like to go for a walk?

(

GILBERT
We just got here.
GLORIA
I thought maybe we could get some fresh air, that's all.
GILBERT
No walking.
GLORIA
I'm hungry.
GILBERT
No eating.
GLORIA
What do you mean no eating?
GILBERT
We'll eat later.

GLORIA
Fine. I'll go on a diet while we're here.

GLORIA
Do you think dreams are important?

GILBERT
I don 't know, I'm not a psychiatrist.
GLORIA
I'm nervous about telling you this.
GILBERT
You seem jittery.
GLORIA
I just had a terrible dream.
GILBERT
That damn nightmare again.
(Hugging her)
Honey, I'm sorry. Let's go for a walk.
GLORIA
No.
GILBERT
But you just said ...

GILBERT
Sol How's your day going?
GLORIA
It's eight o'clock in the morning.
GILBERT
What are you going to do today?
GLORIA
Well, let's see, no plans yet.
GILBERT
Nada?
GLORIA
That's right, nada. Nada, nada, nada, nada, nada, nada!
(Yelling)
I'm doing nada today with my husband, who is also doing nada!

GLORIA
... Forget what I Just said .
GILBERT
I need to ask you something.
GLORIA
Is it hot in here? All of a sudden it's like a sauna. Did you unplug the air
conditioner?
GILBERT
Are you seeing someone else?
GLORIA
Am I what?
GILBERT
You wanted to go for a walk a few moments ago, you changed your mind,
you're nervous, and now you' re hot.

GILBERT
Gloria, what the hell's come over you?
GLORIA
Nada!
(Silence)
GLORIA
I need to tell you something.
GILBERT
I bore you, that's it.

GLORIA
And that means I'm seeing someone else?

GILBERT
You seem distant.
GLORIA
I'm not distant, Gilbert. You know what I am? I'm hungry and I'm hot!
GILBERT
You have this faraway look in your eyes.

11

GLORIA
How could you even ask such a question?
(Pause, as SHE studies him)
You're seeing someone else. That's it, isn't it?
GILBERT
You're trying to turn things around.
GLORIA
It 's like a preemptive strike. Hit first so that it takes the attention away from
you.
GILBERT
Are you finished, Dr. Freud?
GLORIA
Okay, Gil bert, I'm going to say this one time and one time only. You can
listen carefully, you can read my lips, you can unplug somethi ng. Whatever.
I am not seeing anyone.
GILBERT
Then why do you always have to be doing something when we're together?

GILBERT
I understand now.

GL
WI

GLORIA
Understand what?

GIi
Ju

GILBERT
You wan t a divorce. You've just made this whole nightmare thing up so you
wouldn't have to tell me what's really on you r mind. Which is that you want
to leave me.

GL
Id
GI
Ex

GLORIA
Gilbert, have you listened to one word I've said? I had a nightmare about
you and me. It had nothing to do with another man or divorce or anything
like that. It had to do with us.
GILBERT
I th ink we shou!d have joint custody of the children. I'm sure we can work
things out amicably. No reason to make the lawyers rich.
GLORIA

Why can't you just be with me? From the moment we got here you've been
uncomfortable. You seem nervous. These are signs along the highway,

Joint custody of the children? What in God's name is the matter witl, you?

Gloria...

GILBERT

GLORIA
Then let's pu ll over at the next rest area and talk about thi s I Fi rst of all .

Stop treating me like a fooI1 11 you have something to say, then say it. Don't
use this fake nightmare thing as a way to shield yourself from telling me
what's really on you r mind.

(SHE breaks into tears)

GLORIA
I don't know what else to say.

GILBERT
Honey, what's the matter?
GLORIA
My nightmare ... it was so real! You and I went away for the weekend, and
we were lying on a bed. We didn't say a word . Just stared at each other .
like strangers.
GILBERT
Strangers?
GLORIA
We couldn't think of one thing to say to each other. It was as if .. .
GILBERT
... As if what? As if you wanted to tell me something but you couldn't
because you didn't have the nerve? You didn't want to hurt me? You're
seeing someone else, aren't you, Gloria?
GLORIA
Stop it! You don't understand what I'm saying.
GILBERT
You don't love me anymore because there's someone else.

GILBERT
There's nothing left to say, except decide who gets what.
GLORIA
Gilbert, you' re a jerk. You're turning what I'm saying around and using it as
a way to gei rid of me. Probably because you 're screwing someone eise .
Who is she?
GILBERT
This was supposed to be such a roman tic weekend with Just the two of us.
GLORIA
I think it got off on the wrong foot. You can't talk about divorce, Gilbert, and
expect it not to put a damper on things .
GILBERT
Look, how about we pretend we just got here and start the weekend over.
Okay?
GLORIA
Okay. But what if I have that nightmare again?
(Pause)
I just won't go to sleep ... ever.

GLORIA
We had absolutely nothing to say to each other. Doesn't that fri ghten you?

(GLOR IA lies back down. Silence)

(Silence)

GILBERT
Listen.

12
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GLORIA
What?

GLORIA
What am I supposed to hear?

GILBERT
Just listen.

GILBERT
Nothing, absolutely nothing. It's just the two of us ... here ... alone.

GLORIA
I don't hear anything.

(Lights fade)

END OF PLAY
GILBERT
Exactly.

j

Above: by Raven Mathis
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A Distant Neighbor
by Pau la Hyman
Bright blues, orange and aqua marine paint peels,
Ever so slowly from the exteri or of the homes and buildings of the bustling city.
Hope and happiness shows promise in the eyes of its people
And in the landscape of its bucolic parks.
Its people show great pride for their history and culture, while living endlessly frozen in a time
That passed by the rest of the world over 60 years ago.
You can hear it as they sing, in their art and smell it in their food.
I am Cuba. I am vibrant.

I Wake up Again to the Ticking of a Sprinkler
by Dylan Cummingham
I wake up again to the ticking of a sprinkler
That smell of mildew in the air is probably my favorite
Every Thursday I get a haircut
As the lawnmowers graze over me, I start to feel like a new man
The gasoline smell takes over the air
Feeling the ferti lizer spread across me
They pamper me everyday
Oh no, is that the dog again
From feeling like a new man to feeling like a shithead.

Body
by Geralneka Innocent
I starve myself and it's not for you
I cut my pubes and it 's not for you
I cry over these stretch marks,
No thought of you
I'm still reject ing puberty.. .
An d the tragedy that I thought I felt consuming me
I reject thi s body like it's not my own
Never seen myself this way before ...
When I look in the mirror, nobody's seen this body before

14

Crooked
by Sofia Lasprilla
As I walked out one evening
I realized I was different than everybody else
Detached from the world and desolated from my friends
Afraid and stubborn were two feelings I couldn't erase
I tried to stay quiet like the empty streets I walked in
I was drowning deep in the ocean
Until I became conscious, this is not a sin
I knew people would criticize me
But I also knew I wouldn 't let that disguise me
Support from the people around me
Were walls keeping me standing
The churches were screaming and pounding
But I wouldn't let them defraud me
They tried telling me my favorite color was pink
But I liked red better and I ran out of ink
At one moment the walls came down and I began to understand
It was okay that all the trees around me were straight
And I was crooked in someway

Above: by Raven Mathis
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Morning Flight, 1917

Blessed

by Richard Murphy

by Darion Patrick

I've always loved a morning flight
Climbing up to greet the sun .
I check to right, and check to left
And then I charge my guns.
Today we fly the Bosch's line
To see if they are on the move.
This morning shows' all quiet and placid,
Like those paintings in the Louvre.
We stalk deeper in the German's line,
See if we can have some fun.
We'll taunt them over their Aerodrome,
That should draw up the Hun.
Ho wait, what's that, a glint upon a wing,
It's higher up, he's in a dive,
They might have us in their ring.
I turn, I climb, I'll face him there
For now's the time, if ever there was
To bottle up my fear.
My hand is damp upon the stick
The throttles' up, my Vickers I double check.
I render the Heini a 303 salute, as we go zooming past.
He's by, I'm clear, there's something warm upon my neck.
Teddy forms upon my left wing, we turn and head to west.
Al l's quiet on the long flight home.
There is something warm upon my breast.
Thi s sortie's all but done, our mission, nearly complete.
My mouth is dry from adrenalin .
A welcome pint in the Officers Mess, the bar is quite replete.

If you ask me if I'm blessed I say yessss
Yah yah yah
I say yess
Blessings on blessings
Too blessed to be stressing
Can't put two and two together
But I'm well collected
My words are well respected
Ask me if I'm blessed I say duh

The motors ' drone, the sound of w ind in wi res,
Tis lulling me into drowsiness.
This days' sport has me somewhat fatigued ,
Which is quite odd, of flying I never tire.
The motor must be leaking castor,
On my tun ics a growing stain.
Now Teddy's gone, no longer there
On my wing he did not remain .
Ah, there he is, holding open the door to the mess
With arms out swept , solace offered and a warm embrace.
Also Regg ie, Scot, Will and Tommy, all good !ads,
But I don't recognize thi s place.
They take me in their little clu tch , their empathy I feel.
I'm home they say and now I'm safe, we'll have a drink with friends.
Germans, Brits, French, Yanks and more, are all drinking at the bar,
Al l here together to lift thei r glass,
That thi s war, and all war,
Has finally met it's ends.
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The Wonder of It All
by Trevor Grafflin
Home is in a mother's touch
Love is on a lover's lips
Life is in our hearts
Death is on our minds
Our path is ours to make
Each step is a new beginning
Hope is for our future
Patience is our crutch
Faith is our guidance
Though God has many names
Fear can hold us down
And lift to unknown heights
Open minds can lead us
Hate will forever destroy
Music will make us dance
Words will make us listen
The stars will make us wonder
The seas will make us dream
A baby fill us with joy
Reminiscing on the past
The wonder of it all

Poem No.10
by Charles Michelson
As I see into your disappoint
I am crippled by shame
Longing for pride to hold me
Now I am rebuilding myself
New and strong
Lost and found
Sober and conscious
Back to square one
Going to the limit
And jumping to the end
Being in my mind
Is a dangerous place
Looking back at what
I was
And the soul of my life
Tomorrow is yesterday's present
So today, I take it one day at a time

by Kervin Noel
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The Change
by Macayla Neufeld
Things can change in the blink of a eye,
You can't really see it until you believe it.
You can always never want to be alone,
But who's there to stop it? Is it you?
You can change everyth ing about you,
And run out of options.
You can change your words,
But you need actions to back them.
You can breathe for a minute,
Just for it to be taken away in a second.
You can carve your heart out for someone,
But it 's up to them if they accept it .
Little things in life are the I dos, and the I am,
But what about leaving behind the what ifs
and I'll try.
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Life of a Worm
by Ryan Orender
I love dirt.
On ly the soft and dam p kind.
It's my home.
It's where I carry out my days.
It's not so simple being me.
I have to be wary of predators like birds or humans.
I've seen my friends be eaten by birds.
I've seen my friends be taken by humans.
I've seen my friends have metal barbs be shoved through them then fed to fish.
Ouch.
But it's not all bad after all.
I mean without me, or my kind for that matter, the world would self-destruct.
It cou ld be worse.
I cou ld be something as useless as a dime.

Building
by by Darion Patrick
Perfecti on is a myth ,
And I'm crazy for fables.
Long ways from washing cars
Long ways from waiting tables
Yet it's all still unstable
Braces locked in so the weight
Won' t break you

You Know, Tenzin is Watching
by Jeff Morgan
This Buddhist kept tailing in and out of niNana.
He would just get there, then he'd stub his toe or something,
you know, the kind of thing that 's difficult to ignore,
like the hair, growi ng from the wart on the hair-netted,
two-fisted butcher sm iling in a bloody apron
beh ind the window so that he can't hear you speakin g.
So, he'd have to go back, not far, and rebuild the dyke,
try to harden himself from sufferi ng and return
to where he was before he stubbed his toe on that bag,
you know, the one in which Tenzin keeps his heavy books .
He should put it away, but some say Tenzin will not
as he wants his friend to stay as he is far away
from blessedness , for then Tenzin would have one less Buddhist monk
to stub his toe on his mislaid heavy bag of books.
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Ab ove: by Larry Bryant
Opposite : by Maria-isabell Abrahamss on

KEITH C. AND ELAINE JOHN~QN WOLD PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

ELEBRATI
OF THE

APRIL 25,
-

20Jf

6 :30 P.M.
MAIN STAGE PERFORMANCE
- - - - - - - -------------'----

-- - - -

- - - ~-- - - - - - -

APRIL 26, 2019
5 :30 - 7:30 P.M.
STREET FAIR. ART GALLERY AND
CELEBRATION UNPLUGGED
7:30 P.M.
MAIN STAGE PERFORMANCE
9:30 P.M.
CELEBRATION AFTER DARK WITH WOLFHAWK

Poster by Jahzeel Ramos
Photos by Will Wayman
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by Dave Baer
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Top: by Dave Baer
Bottom by Brant August
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Rooted

Lotus

by Anonymous

by Rissa Rodriguez

From one branch comes
many branches.
From one root,
a tree
One mind;
many directions.
A windswept tree
only a hand.
A crooked branch ,
only a finger.
Breeze whispering against
dew covered grass.
Leaves conversing in a dance.
As summer turns to fall
The air crisp
Branches bare
The tree Alone
A field of dreams
Peace
Solitude.
12 months
4 seasons;
Many days
and nights.
Fall turns to winter
Branches dusted by snow.
Icy snow melts by
Great golden rays
Spring jumps into view;
Life renewed.
A branch to a mind
A life of joy
A place of freedom
A hand to a foot
A branch to a root;
Gripping soil.
Breathing air.
Holding strong.
A life,
A tree .
Rooted forever in time

I float on top of the most peaceful water,
Not even to be dared by even the most persistent
marauder.
My beauty is unmatched by no other,
And I am the perfect gift, for perhaps your lover.
My petals spin in an awe gazing dance
One that often puts the holy in a trance.
I am used as a symbol of enlightenment of the soul,
And was talked about in some of the oldest scrolls.
I am the Lotus flower,
I become more beautiful with every passing hour.

Above: by Tania Roul
Opposite: by Jean Tomasulo
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Intertwined
by Tariro Katuruza, Maria Munoz, and Andrew J. Corsa
The sun burning bright ,
always providing natural light,
the clouds holding the rain ,
coming to nourish the young grain,
dropping into water flowing into waterfall,
her roar is Mother Nature's call ,
the eagle quenching thirst in pools beneath the flow,
opening its mighty wings increasingly so ,
the fast eagle fl ies,
the king of the blue skies,
higher and higher the king soars
slowly through torrential rain pours
which feed the waterfall, the bird in fl ight,
the sun burning bright.

Above: by Raven Mathis
Opposite: by Kervin Noel
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Creatures
by Antonia Bustamante
You know those creatures that are so complex you can't even
imagine what goes through their heads. I've met one single creature like that, He was mysterious, nice, ambitious, and beautifully
simple. Although I can't understand anything about him, it's
what pulls you in. It's something so special they have and can
use to their perfect advantage. Their supernova, everything they
say and do is intriguing that you start to wonder what their lips
feel like. That one time as this creature is talking, you zone into
those luscious lips and they catch you, seeing a little spark flash
within those golden eyes, wondering if they feel these urges, too.
Quivering and running away is the end game. You step back and
see you can't even get into that creatures mind. How can you go
about life like that?

July 18, 2017
by Seth Hojnacki
sunflowers shield your smile
as I swim in your deep blue eyes
the sun sets behind you
painting a light pink backdrop to your portrait
the look of happiness and sincerity
as your hair blows in the breeze
summer has never had a more perfect expression
and I have never captured a more perfect moment

by Sal Moran

The Lariat
by Charles Michelson

Osterville, MA
by Charles Michelson
The wind sways harshly the beach grass
As I begin to walk on the beach with trepidation
Waters of life gently converge on the moon lit sand
I am complete in my sublime and you smile so tenderly
Some where the air is rich with stiff and pungent scents
Lilac and Beachwood perfume the night with their splendor
Foot prints embellish our work
The last of the evening brings to us its glory
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Stopped at the dusty desert town
The dancing dust of red and brown
Floats gracefully against the sky's splendor
In the distant dreams
The fuchsia dusk entices us
To bed down on
The black burnt rough rope earth
Shades of indigo and cobalt
Ascends into the nights sky
We count the multitude of splendid stars
Which are sewn into the strata
They burn cold into the evening's memory
Your arms are entangled around an un-kept body
To keep you warm
The desert is symphonic this day
And you begin to hum along
With the black throated sparrow's
Song

The Truth
by Paula Hyman
The Truth of Rain by Paula Hyman
The rain beats down on the rooftop.
Scrambling my brain, getting under my skin.
Unlike other people who are calmed from rainfall ,
I feel an unsettling restlessness, my heart quickens.
As the rain peters off, I can hear the tires of passing cars
Roll over the wet road.
Oh , let the sun emerge and dry away the tears of the angels.
Why are they sad? Their souls are free.

She's Been Here
by Antonia Bustamante
Rustling within the breezy trees
Whispering into the goosebumps she gives
Dazing the light
The sun peeks through
Setting an abundance of yellow droplets
Seeping into my bloodless veins
Absorbing into something far beyond our existence
She's pulling me
Closer to her embrace
Closer to the clouds filled like a topaz

Top: by Gregory LeSsar
Above: by Aaron-James Smith
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Above: by Larry Bryant
Above left: by Gregory LeSar
Above right: by Alexandra Caplan
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Abo
Abo
Abo

Above: by Aaron-James Smith
Above left: by Harika Rao
Above right: by Nikhil Verma
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Top: by Aaron-James Smith
Above : by Levette Williams
Opposite: by Nikhil Verma
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Top: by Brant August
Above: by Aaron-James Smith
Opposite: by Nikhil Verma
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Princetown and Us
by Jordana Rothberg
All around town , citizens have been calling the conditions this year a 'white winter.' Sheets of snow fell at once burying the parks of
Princetown, England in at least six inches of white dust. Even after the snow stopped fall ing, frost lingered in the air sometimes leaving a
frozen residue. The news broadcasters themselves stood wearing their own winter attire as they forecasted the continuous snow showers
expected to start again at anytime. The citizens within the city all had mixed feelings about their current environment. Some individuals
stayed at home planning to reside there until they found the weather conditions suitable. Others participated in various activities, especially
the children who were enamored by the piles of snow that were half their size. The most popular attraction were the local forests where
explorers enjoyed walking and looking to see if they could discover something lost from the past century.
There were some shops and restaurants that were open and others that closed due to the snow and the lack of customers. One
bar stayed open as people came in quickly and left as a way of warming up for fifteen minutes before reentering the below freezing
environment. Dylan was cleaning the counter at the bar he worked at when he noticed more snow coming down on the other side of the
glass in front of him. A flashback came to mind of him at seven years old digging with his gloved hands through the snow around him so
that he was stand ing inside a hole. At the bottom, he had found one of his favorite stuffed animals that he received at his fourth birthday
and it was still intact although not soft anymore. He was so excited that he had ran to show his parents and told them that when he grew
up he wanted to become an explorer. Ironically, Dylan was twenty-four and had no thoughts of a future career outside bartending.
Read the full story in digital version of Quest.

Dear Brother

A Centuries Old Love

by Mathilda Wahren

by Darion Patrick

DeAr BroTH er,
LiFe ISn't FalR,
BuT kNow ThaT I will AIWAys bE
tHerE.
I MiGHt NoT HaVE bEEn GiVEn tHe SamE SuperPoWEr aS YoU.
BuT nOr iS mY FaVOriTe ColOr bLUe.

She's a flannel baby
That means she 's older than me
You say I'm young well that don't mean a thing
If you let me I will make you my queen
That flannel baby is just perfect for me
And even all the while
We are trapped in two times
but we create anachronisms
In ou r minds.

DeAr Bro TH er,
You HaVE A POweR,
YoU aRE not LiKE anY OtHEr FloWEr.
You aRe yoU, BeCausE yOU aRe UnlQE.
So dO nOT LiSTen To OTheR PeOplEs CritiOUe.
DeAr Bro THer,
I kNow ThE wOrDs GeT BIURry
DisoRgaNlzed,and
YeT lmpOssible tO ReaD.
SIOweR tHan OtHErS
LearNlng TaKE !ONgeR
ExcellenCels TouGH INdeeD
XeptloNaL iN AI L YouR OwN Ways
lntELl igeNt
And UtTErly SmArt
My DeAR BroTHer,
You hAVe blG HeArt.
DeAr BroTHer,
AtTEnTionSeAklnG yOu Are,
DlsORgANlzEd, and
HypErACtive by FaR
DeaR BroTHer I loVE yOu So ,
DoN'T eVEr LeT tHAt Go.
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My Muse
by Seth Hojnacki
words could not describe her beauty
pictures could not capture the feelings
thoughts could not handle the emotions I felt
her touch could not bring anything except bliss
her voice coul d not sing more beautiful songs
she could do no wrong

Tc
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Top: by Raven Mathis
Bottom: by Levette Williams
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"The Legend of the Lotus Princess"
by Cristian Salgado
Chapter 1 - The Theatre of the Gods
In the heavens, there sat three gods of supernatural power who controlled
the fabric of the universe. There was Aahana the Sun, a goddess composed
of golden light and of unmatched beauty. Aahana wielded great and mighty
power. Her greatest power being the ability to bestow powers to others
in the cast of her warm glow. The two other gods were the lost brothers
Prithvi the Earth and Sashi the Moon . Prithvi being the eldest and Sashi the
younger. Aahana found the two brothers and had fallen in love with Prithvi.
He feli in equal love, but had nothing to offer except his love and adoration.
Because she loved him so much, Aahana gifted Prithvi with the power of
creation. In return for this gift, he blesses her with the beauty of his creation.
Aahana kept Prithvi in the strongest path of her light and their love inspired
iife to thrive in the world, but there was jealousy in the darkness. _
Sashi was Jealous of his elder brother's relationship with Aahana . He was
envious that his brother was always in light and had such wondrous power.
His Jealousy bl inded him from being able to follow a path of prosperity.
He instead followed in the shadow of his brother, tugging on his brother's
swirling blue daura-suruwai asking to provide for him, causing tides upon
the seas. Sashi's boldness continually rose and fell. He would emerge from
behind his brother and momentarily block Aahana from seeing Prithvi. Every
time Sashi would do this , Aahana would become sad and start crying . Each
tear would fall and stain her flowing sari, creating the twinkling stars of the
night sky.
One of these times that Sashi blocked Aahana's light, he somehow stood
there fo r a longer time than usual. His anger fueling his every movement
more than ever. Because her love for Prithvi was blocked for so iong, she
felt great pain and sorrow in her heart. Her tears slid down her cheeks and
formed one big tear. The tear was composed of pure love, the mightiest
power. it fell from her chin, but did not land on her star-stained sari . The tear
instead feil towards Prithvi. Sashi jumped to try to catch it, but he failed. The
tear streamed past him . Falling, fall ing, falling, ..
Chapter 2 - The Journey to Birth
As Aahana's golden tear fell towards Prithvi, his creations took notice.
Nilambar the Wind was the first to be alerted. He called upon three of his
many children; Sajala, Meghana, and Badal . He directed them to organize
U1emselves into a path to Aaronsh the High Mountain. Aaronsh was an
exalted mountain who resided in the Holy Kingdom, a land filled with natural
riches, but no village was established there. As the tear passed by Nilamber,
a part of him split off into his second form as An il the Wind. Ani! guided the
tear along the path created by his three children. Once it was on a sure
path, the tear made its descent to Aaronsh the High Mountain.
The tear landed at the feet of Manju the Snow. Manju was both an elderly
woman and a young girl. She had a daughter, granddaughter, and great
granddaughter. Her great-granddaughter would join the children of Nilambar
and then replenish ManJu and restore her youth. When the tear touched
Manju 's feet, it transformed into a large lotus seed . She knew what to do
and called upon her guardian Pragya the Snow Leopard. To Manju and her
descendants, Prithvi entrusted many guardians to do their biddings.
Pragya leapt up to where Manju presided and knelt before her mistress.
Manju instructed Pragya to bring the lotus seed to her daughter Jhara the
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Stream. Pragya took the seed into her mouth and took it down towards
her cave which was near where Jhara lived . Before she entered her cave,
Pragya felt a heartbeat coming from the seed. She suddenly felt the
importance of this seed and quickly took it into the cave . In her cave, she
spoke to seed telling the seed that it was the daughter of the Sun and
Earth, a princess to the Holy Kingdom . She whispered to her who she was,
blessed her, and gave her two names. One name that she would introduce
herself as and another secret name that only one man could learn . After
this, Pragya took the seed and gave her to Jhara the Stream.
Jhara took the seed on a coarse down to her daughter Jamuna the River.
When Jhara got to where Jhara lived, she could not complete the journey.
There was a wan made of stones in her way. Atop the wall was Nagarjun
the Serpent. Nagarjun was once the guardian of Jhara and Jamuna, but he
betrayed them and realigned himself with Sashi. Nagarjun was trying to stop
the seed and destroy it. Jhara was not strong enough to break the wall , so
she called upon her new guardian Ahijit the Crane. Ahjit flew up from the
verdant footh ills and landed by his mistress. She commanded him to make
clear the passage. Ahijit lunged into action and began to fight Nagarjun. As
they fought, Nagarjun's wall started to fall apart. AhiJit increasingly gained
the advantage, and with one flu id movement, defeated Nagaqun.
Jhara was now able to hand the seed over to her daughter Jamuna. As
Jamuna made her journey, Ah iJit flew above her to guard her in case of
another danger. Jamuna was able to reach her daughter safely. Jivaka
the Water received the seed and called upon her guardian to help her.
Roshii the Otter swam up to his mistress. She gave him the lotus seed and
informed him on how to plant the seed. He took the seed by his teeth and
jumped out of the lake in JOY before diving to the shallow bottom. At the
bottom, Roshil dug a hole in the si lt with his feet. He placed the seed in the
hole, blessed it, and covered it up.
Out of the silt, a stem grew and grew. It emerged out of the water and out
expanded a large leaf pad that floated upon the surface _of the lake. A bud
formed out ot the leaf pad's center. It grew into an enormous closed lotus
flower. It came time for the lotus to open . An inhabitant of the lake, Koyel
the Cuckoo came to watch the opening ot the flower. The lotus opened and
out came the most beautiful young woman. She wore a golden crown on
top of her long black hair. She also wore a fuchsia sari with embroidered
petals that seemed to flow down it. A yellow, aromatic flower garland
adorned her shoulders . Koyel asked who she was. She introduced herself
as Kushala the Princess of the Holy Kingdom, Daughter of the Sun and
Earth. Koyel took off and repeated the message to all the surrounding
kingdoms.
Chapter 3 - The Display of the Six Princes
Six princes from the surrounding kingdoms came before the young woman
born from a lotus. Five of them came dressed in extravagant daurasuruwals and had humongous entourages. The sixth prince came in a
simple daura-suruwal and on ly had one guard and rode upon a lowly yak.
Kushala asked if he would like to come before her first, but he bowed his
head and offered for the other princes to go before him. While she was
touched by his humility, the other princes took advantage in their arrogance.
They all came before the princess .
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Meera the one who brings wealth and success , Balmohan the one who
is attractive, Binam the one who is always polite, Harshid the one who is
always happy, and Akrit the one who is helpful. Each boasted about what
made them great and displayed their riches and outfits , especiaily Meera
and Balmohan. They offered gifts of dazzling saris , delicious food, rare
spices, fine jewelry, hand-crafted furniture, and prized livestock. They tried
to prove that they were worthy by doing physical feats. They fought with
each other, insulted each other, and tried to explain how they were better
than the others.
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and Aahana and Prithvi blessed the marriage. The young couple returned to
their newly Joined kingdom and were wed. Their kingdom lived on without
end. Nehan and Sarita became gods themselves. On the darkest nights
when Sashi the Moon does not shine, those who are not in search of love
will find it.

Meanwhile, the sixth prince without all the lavish trappings and
accoutrements stayed silent and waited patiently. The princess took notice
of him . She was not impressed by any of the other princes and did not
like their prideful attitudes. She was bored of them. While they promoted
only their good attributes, the negative counterparts to those qualities
started to show through behind their masks. Meera was wealthy, but
greedy. Balmohan was handsome, but vain. Binam was polite, but selfish .
Harshid was happy, but unrelatable. Akrit was helpful, but controlling. Their
incessant bickering and boasting and strutting did not move her. None of
them seemed to be worthy of her. She looked back over to the silent prince .
Kushala stood up and silenced the five princes. She scolded them for their
immaturity and insincerity. She revealed their ulterior motives of only desiring
to lay claim to her kingdom. They stood just there. She pointed out that
the sixth prince could not even introduce himself. The other princes started
to insult him and said that he should not have come here to embarrass
himself. She told them that they were the ones embarrassing themselves
and their kingdoms. She reminded them of how the sixth prince gave up his
spot as first so that they could come before her. They were now silent. She
called the prince over to come before her.
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He walked towards her silent, without displaying himself, with his head
bowed , and with great humility. He came before her. He bowed and
introduced himself. Nehan the one with beautiful eyes. He said with
complete honesty and humility that he had nothing special to his name, had
nothing to offer her, and had not come here with intention to win her over.
He had come only to welcome her on behalf of his kingdom . Kushala was
visibly touched by his words to her. The other princes scoffed. She asked
him to look up at her. She looked into his eyes. They were beautiful, but
gave something that no other prince could. He had nothing materially, but
looking into his eyes , she had seen the wonders of the universe. And when
he looked into her eyes, he could not even blink for he could see the same.
Kushala knew at that moment that he was the man that Pragya the Snow
Leopard had said would be worthy.
She looked up at the other princes and told them to take their gifts and
entourages and go home. The princes left in disgust and humiliation. When
they were out of sight , she looked back at Nehan . She told him that he may
not have come for her hand, but he found love here. She told him that he
was worthy. She whispered in his ear her real name. Sarita, which meant
river. A simple name like his, nothing special. He told her that their names
were not special, but they had found the hidden treasures in each other.
They kissed.
Chapter 4 - A Love From the Heavens

ce.

At that moment they were taken up to the heavens and went before Aahana
the Sun and Prithvi the Earth. Aahana shed a tear of joy as the return of her
daughter. It stained her sari with the biggest, brightest stain. The stain can
be seen as the brightest star in the heavens. Nehan asked for Sarita's hand

Top: by Alexandra Caplan
Above: by Harika Rao
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Distance
by Taylor Jade
I thought having you here,
within driving distance,
was enough .
That it would make me feel ,
better...
alive.. .
Would make the pain stop .
But that was a lie
A big fat lie.
And we both knew it .
I only feel better when you' re here with me
When I see you at my front door
When I feel your hand in mine
When I can smell the cologne I gave you for your birthday
When you hug me like it 's the last time.
How will everything be okay?
You 're leaving again
I'm supposed to smile
I'm supposed to say it's ok
When inside,
I'm screaming
Distance,
Kills relationships
I don't want us to end
I'm not ready for us to end
Are you?

A Little Cat Filled with Lust
by Tuana Marcelli
A little cat fi lled with lust
Surrounded with blood red ropes.
Her eyes ful l of trust
Just waiting to be used.
Those moans scream, "use me!"
Those eyes beg , "love me! "
Just like a crippled prey
She waits in the hells, the heavens.
A little prey filled with lust,
Her eyes full of trust
Begging for the love she craves .

Wounds of Loneliness,
Words of Love
by Paula Hyman
When loneliness comes creeping ever so slowly,
Its ciaws tenderly digging into my skin .
I must remind myself that I am loved.
The few that love me, love me fiercely.
They will ferociously decree it:
"I love you mommy." "Love you sweetheart."
Their words are a salve.
It seeps into my skin and heals the wounds
That loneliness leaves behind.

What Is Love?
by Tuana Marcelli
What is love?
Is it a dust pink dream?
In every fairytale the girl finds her prince.
Do princes really exist?
No! That dust pink dream is a war zone,
A war zone in heaven.
Blood must be shed ,
A lake of tears must be formed!
Love doesn 't come easy.
All those dreams I had vanished in a second , And I'm on
Earth.
Love is everything.

Love is nothing.
Love is dangerous
Love is safe!
Lies make you fly
Love keeps you grounded

Opposite: by Jaelin Forestier
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Top left: by Dana Alkhawaja
Bottom left: by Jaelin Forestier
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Top right: by Maria Isabell Abrahamsson
Middle: by Aaron-James Smith
Bottom right: by Sal Moran

Am Who I Am

Shauri (Advice)

by Devin Holzman

by Ketsia Monga

No matter what angle I look at, I am not pleased
Love handles, big thighs, along with that measly back fat too
I am who I am, no matter what I do
I portray curves, but the internet portrays opposite
Am I beautiful? Supposedly not
Lean and thin is what I see
Why can't I look that way? I guess it wasn't meant to be
Diets, calorie deficit, along with those nasty green drinks
Nothing changes, nothing moves
I am wt,o I am, no matter what I do.
My mother says I'm beautiful, along with my father too
But I don't see myself the way they do.
I'm labeled as "big," even though I weigh 143
I can't shake the weigh t , even with barely eating.
I look once more, to observe myself
My refle~tion is changing
What ! once thought was embarrassing
Now became a blessing
I am who I am, and I amok with it too.

I help you make your first step but
Don 't try to run before you can walk.
I help you with Algebra but
Make every step count.
I offered you so many Christmas gifts but
Good things came in small packages.
The accident will always happen but
Pay attention to the little details.
I assisted you when you said your first word but
Be wise and listen to my word.
Broth er, make the big move but
Acti on will speak louder than words.
Being tall and articulate doesn't make you a man.
Be a good man that is hard to find
Never forget to go for the extra mile
Be the one who gives more than you receive.
With all this advice I will never you never be your mother,
But forever, you' ll stay my little brother.

Book
by Sofia Lasprilla
I like to think of myself as a book
I am the pages that your hands touched and your heart took
You see me for my cover
I want you to see me for the pain that I have experienced and
how I got to recover
Most of the readers couldn't stay to read until the end
I guess the readers that pick me are into a new trend
I want you to read me and read me all over again
I want to be your favorite book, the one you' ll never forget
I want your fingers to touch the script that's on my body
I want you to look at the crooked pages and i want you to think
that I'm still Godly
Read through me, read what makes me happy and what makes
me sin
Instead of looking from the outside, please learn how to break in
I need a reader that can understand my fears
I need someone that can stop my tears
Through every line taste the pain that the past readers brought
me
Pass each page gently and make sure you don't rip th em
I'm full of stories
I can keep your secrets, you'll never have to worry
Open me up
Stay focused and never look up
I want someone who can read me every morning and every night
And If that isn't you th en please say your goodbye.

Nival
by Seth Hojnacki
Snovvfl akes fall outside as silence filis the room
the curtains drawn, isolating the couple from the outside world
two lovers, entangled in one another
multicolor lights crown the bed
incandescent in the pitch black room
your head gently rests on the niveous pillow
quietly awaiting dreams to begin
before I leave, I ki ss your forehead and wish you a farewell
unknowing of the delicacy of the moment
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Adam Simpson
Technical Director and Academic Program Coordinator for the drama program

Adam Simpson (Technical
Director) has been at Lynn
for thirteen years . He is an
associate professor as well
as the technical director and
Academic Program Coordinator
for the drama program. He has
an M.F.A in acting , directing, and
technical theatre . Professionally,
he has worked as an actor
and technician in theatrical
productions across the country,
television shows , films, and
commercials. He would like to
thank Katrina Carter-Tellison and
his wife, Carrie Simpson, for all
their support.
See the full interview in Quest
digital.

Above: Adam Simpson
Middle left: Clybourne Park
Bottom left: Cafe de Cave
Top right: Songs of Andrew Lloyd Webber
Bottom right: C/ybourne Park
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Two Girls
by Sofia Lasprilla
They don't understand
How perfectly our fingers lock together when we're holding
hands
How her lips are giving me the pleasure a boy never did
They don 't see the unbounded happiness she gives me
All they see are two humans committing a sin
They are killing us inside, making us hate our own skin
Since when is loving a crime?
Since when do the stars not shine?
Why is God against me and her?
If all I want to do is carry her when her legs get weary and start
to brake
Why are they pointing at us?
Why are they not validating our emotions and calling us lost?
How do I explain to my mom
That her daughter is part of what God calls a toxic bomb
How do I stop what I feel?
How do I forget about her so I can be God 's ideal?
If her skin is all my hands know how to touch
If she is the reason I no longer feel alone
How do I go to heaven without changing myself?
How do I make God proud without losing who I am?
Why are you calling me a disgrace?
When I'm the one loving while you give me hate
I've never committed murder, yet you 're killing who I am
While you 're criticizing me
I'm calling you my fan
So I will change my beliefs
If God doesn't accept me for who I am
Then I won't go to church to be on my knees
I love her and she loves me
So why do we have to change for someone we 've never seen?

Polaris
by Seth Hojnacki
Looking at the night sky
none of the stars shine as bright as you
your rosy complexion is fluorescent in my endless void
for you are my beacon in the night
I can't help but think of you when I gaze upon the stars
time heals all wounds
but I don't know if it can this time
since everyday since you 've been gone
my void has only darkened

Top: by Harika Rao
Bottom: by Levette Williams
Opposite: by Nikhil Verma
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but when I see you
the night lightens up a little bit
for I'm still in love with you
my Polaris

Me Too
by Anonymous
Stop!
Please.
Dark red eyes bore into my soul
I trusted you and you broke it
Ripped it out
Stop
Please.
Helpless and broken
It was my fault?
My shoulder taunted you
My shirt was a little too low
Dark red eyes took that as permission
Stop.
Please.
Sitting here looking at those dark red eyes
That smirk
Stop.
Please.
Something I can be part of
I don't want to be a part of.
Me too

Top: by Harika Rao
Bottom: by Aaron-James Smith
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Reflections
by Lensa Jeudy
SETTING: An office

INT. APARTMENT - EARLY MORNING FADE IN:
A man sits on the ground , dried blood on his forehead , back
against the wall. He reminisces.

Meagan rolls over and picks up the DIGITAL alarm c!ock which
reads 3:15am.
MEAGAN (CONT'D)
It's way too early for this shit Ray! You need to go to bed.
RAY
Why does that matter bitch ... i'm hungry.

INT. CAR - EARLY MORNING
A woman pulls down her VISOR with her trembling hands and
looks at herself within the mirror, her eyes glazed over.
FADE OUT:
!NT. PERVIOUS NIGHT, CASINO - LATE NIGHT FADES IN:
Cacophony of slot machines, bustling tables, and casino games
fill the air. The _man, now known as RAY, 40, sporting an unkempt
beard, his face has an arrogant, yet confident look, as he tries his
hand at a BLACK JACK TABLE.

Ray towers over Meagan's body. His face eclipses hers. Meagan
shie Ids her face with her hands.
MEAGAN
Ray, get out of my face!
Her nails scratch the side of Ray's face. He flinches backwards,
aghast at the sight of his blood.
RAY
What the fuck Meagan?!
Ray lashes out and strikes Meagan with a closed fist He grabs her
hair and yanks her out of bed.

Hit me.
RAY

DEALER, male, reluctantly tosses another card. Ray slams his
fist at the sight of the cards. He has just lost Ray guzzles down
the last of his drink and walks away. He experiences many losses
throughout the night.

RAY (CONT'D)
You stupid bitch'
Ray grips Meagan's hair and pounds her head against the wooden
floor.

MEAGAN
Stop! Stop .. Help! Help!
INT. RAY'S ANO MEAGAN 'S APARTMENT, MASTER BEDROOM
- 3:15AM
The woman , now known as MEAGAN, late-20's, caramel colored
skin, brown corkscrew curly hair wrapped tightly in her SCARF,
sleeps deeply. Ray stumbles up the stairs in a drunken stupor.

RAY
Meagan .. . Meagan!
Meagan lazily turns over. Ray walks over and vigorously tries to
wake her.
RAY (CONT'D)
Wake up ... wake the fuck up, I'm hungry!

Ray countines to pound her head against the floor.
RAY
Shut the fuck up!. .. !'m .. going to .fucMEAGAN
Help 1 Please stop Ray!
Meagan grabs a nearby STILETTO and repeatedly strikes Ray in the
head until he's forced to let her go. She scrambles to her feet and
scurries down the stairs, grabs her keys and dashes out the door,
and Jumps into her car.
Title: Reflections
A snap shot of Meagan and Ray looking at themselves in the mirror.
FADE OUT.

MEAGAN
Wha ... what? What time is it?
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EXT. MARK'S HOUSE - DAWN FADE IN:
Meagan pu lls her car into a large MEDITERRANEAN STYLE
HOME. She walks to the door and rings the doorbell once. No
one answers, she ring s it again. The door slowly opens and MARK
peers his head through the opening. MARK, late-30's, sleep
deprived but still has freshly combed hair, clean shaven.

Mark pours. Meagan's eye wonder towards the back window noticing
the spacious backyard . She grabs her drink and walks toward the
back slid ing door. Mark follows.

EXT. MARK'S HOUSE - BACKYARD

MARK
(raspy)
Meagan? What are you doing here?

Meagan and Mark sit on two oversized chairs, both stocked with
ample cushions . Meagan sits her drink on the side table. The sun is
starts to peak through the horizon.

MEAGAN
I didn't know where else to go.

MARK(CONT'D)
So are you going to tell me what happened? I haven't seen you in ..
three years?

Mark opens the door wider and gestures for her to come in.
MEAGAN
I know I honestly didn't know where else to go. I just needed peace
and you were the first one that came to mind.
!NT. MARK'S HOUSE - KITCHEN
Mark walks Meagan into his nearly pristine kitchen and she sits at
the breakfast knook.

MARK
Ok. Well I'm glad you came here.
Silence.

MARK
You don't look too good . Um, do you want something to dri nk?
MEAGAN
Do you have anything strong?

Mark?
MEAGAN

MARK
Let me see what I have?
Mark walks over to his LIQUOR CABINET and p u!ls out a bottle of
brown liquor and flashes her the bottle; seeks approval , she nods,
he pours her a drink. Meagan guzzles the drink down . Mark walks
to the freezer, shuffl es through and pu lls out a frozen bag of peas,
and he pushes them to Meagan. He lays his arms on the counter.

Yeah.
MARK

MARK(CONT'D)
Maybe you should put something on that. What happened?

MEAGAN
Do you still smoke?

Meagan reluctantly answers. Her lips quiver.
MEAGAN
He .. . he .. . I think he was dru nk.

Mark gets up and walks into the kitchen, heads to a cabinet and pulls
out a perfectly rol led BLUNT and a LIG HTER. He walks outside and
presents the blu nt to Meagan. Meagan takes the blunt from his hand.
Mark lights it up. Meagan takes a drag . She exhales.

MARK
Wait. Who was drunk? Did Ray do this to you?

MEAGAN
This wasn't the first time .

MEAGAN
It all happened so fast. I thought he was going to ki!I me.

Meagan passes the biunt to Mark.

MARK
Was this the first time?

MEAGAN (CONT' D)
He's done this before but...never liked this .
Mark passes the blunt to Meagan.

Meagan lifts her EMPTY glass to signal she wants anoth er drink.
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MARK
Why do you stay?

MEAGAN
Maybe.

MEAGAN
Because I love him.
MARK
Is it love if it will get you killed Meagan?!

RAY
Maybe? ... Look at you r face! And your answer is maybe?!

Silence.

Beat.

MARK(CONT'0)
I know that whatever I may say may not have any weight for you but
I was once in love with you Meagan. This is not love. Have you seen
your face?

RAY (CO NT'D)
How the fuck did we get here. I've been sittin' here thinking what lie I
could tell you to get you back. " I'm sorry baby, I won't do this again"
or" I didn't know what I was doing" but I couldn't come up with
anything! I'm done being this person Meagan. I'm done1

MEAGAN
(sighs heavily)
! don't want to talk about this right now. Honestly, I just want to sit
here.

RAY (CONT'D)
(beat)
I know how I got here. I've seen tucked up shit. My famil y never cared
about a nigga like me. But you? How did you get here huh? Huh?

MARK
Ok .. ok. Fine. But you need to protect yourself. Are you going back
with him?

MEAGAN
I don't know ..

MEAGAN
Mark I don't know. Can we jus-

RAY
... Well I do know.

MARK
Ok. Ok. Fine. Let's Just sit here.

THE ENO.

MEAGAN
I needed this.
MARK
Need what?

Peace .
MEAGAN

INT RAY'S ANO MEAGAN 'S APARTMENT - LATE EVENING
Meagan walks into the kitchen. Stands near the table. Ray sits at the
kitchen table. He swirls liquor in a glass.
RAY
You came back?i I thought this time it was over for sure.
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Goodbye

Tortuous Roads

by Courtney Jones

by Seth Hojnacki

Our time is up
The things we used to share cannot follow me in to my
destiny
The lesson has been learned and I know that you were Just
that
A lesson
So, this is my goodbye
Thank you for the things you forced me to learn
! learned that actions speak louder than words
And boy did your actions speak for you
I learned that eyes tell a story and yours wrote 3 books
! learned that people can believe their own lies to be true
And boy did you start to believe the lies.
So, this is my goodbye
Goodbye to pain
Goodbye to the lies
Goodbye to tears
There's none left to cry anyways
So Goodbye

Tortuous roads
no exit in sight
the night sky wrapped around the car
incarcerated by the ominous trees
I look to my passenger seat
to see where you once sat and sang songs
now cold and empty like my heart
days used to blossom like the flowers in your garden
now they welt in the room we used to share
one door has closed
but no others feel opened
my fingers trace the black leather seat
stroking it as if you were right beside me
driving down the backroads we use to take together
we can speed down the grove
just like old times
the night was never scary when you were around
now as I approach the turn
I question whether to turn the wheel
since every day since you've left
I haven't felt the need to keep going on

Sparrow
by Andrew Leonard
Clouding my head this pain of heartbreak.
The sparrow drives its beack to pierce thee heart,
Veiling through the night as the pain grows,
Spirit dies with in him destroying himself through the pain,
As his past lover spirit grows,
May thy spirit be reborn,
Into a glorious blaze,
Rising from the depths of hell,
Channeling the spirit of hope,
Shall be great than the darkness,
He bears in the depths of fear itself,
The sparrow poisonous beack burns,
Deeply in the heart of the man who he used to be
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Killer
by Taylor Jade

"I love you." I said so many times, my throat hurt from
screaming. I knee!ed before her, looking into her eyes, and not
the gun pointed at my head.

I didn't kill her on purpose. I never grew up with the intention of
becoming a murderer.

"I hate you." Her frame shook with sobs. I just wanted to reach
out and hug her, make these problems go away.

I am a good person ... ! was a good person.

She tripped trying to get away from me and accidentally pulled
the trigger, the bullet left the chamber, and hit her instead of me.
How I wish it had hit me.

She was every1hing ! wasn't allowed to have, with her long honey
golden locks of hair. Skin, sun kissed, with a faint dusting of
freckles. She had eyes so blue, it felt like looking at the ocean on
a calm summer day. She was my sister's best friend. She was the
forbidden fruit. Everyone knew the unsaid rules, but l couldn't help
myself. I couldn't stay away when she told me I was the guy she
wanted to be with for eternity.
I don 't know how things went so wrong. We were happy, living
together, starting a life together. Now I'm sitting in a Jail cell waiting
to hear the verd ict on
the rest of my !ife. I wonder what my parents think of me, what my
sister thinks. I killed her best friend.
I had paced the smail cell so many times, I was getting a
headache. The scene replayed in my mind so many times and I still
couldn' t understand what went wrong. How did we end up here?
How cou ld I kill the love of my life?
The saying there's two sides to every story couldn't be more true.
Yet nobody wanted to hear my side, nobody cared that I was a
person too. l wasn't seen as one anymore. i was seen as a cold
hearted killer. My life from here on out was over. Nobody believed
me when I said it was an accident. In that last moment we shared
together, ! feared for my life and hers.
She had a gun. A gun that she intended to use on me, but instead
ended her life.
She thought i was cheating, that dreadful night. We screamed so
loud that the walls shook. Things were thrown, words ... words we
didn't mean were spat with such venom.

She bled out in my arms.
I was deemed the killer, because it was my gun. My fingerprints
were found on the gun, and there were no w itnesses to prove my
innocence. No cameras, nothing.
I was going to go away for life, tor an accident.
I was going to suffer tor the rest of my life all because nobody
believed my side of the story, because who would believe there
were two victims in a crime.

! was labeled a killer for a cri me I didn't commit.

Weltschmerz
by Seth Hojnacki
Before one can describe the beauty of his sight
he must illuminate the void that conquers his psyche
his mind possessed a hue
hibernating in the darkness
overwhelmed by the absence of light
unable to emerge from the shadows
his ebullient disposition feli dormant
as his sight ref!ected melancholy

How could she think ! would cheat. when I was so devoted to her?
I shook my head at the thought. I was a good man. Before that
night, I was a good man.
I couldn 't believe she was gone.
She aimed the gun at me, her hands were shaking, tears were
streaming down her flushed cheeks. "How could you?" She
screamed over and over.
I could still hear her now, days later.
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Fallen
by Taylor Jade
Ashtun Mantovani had fallen to Earth as a disgraced angel. He would be
condemned to a life as nothing, all because he betrayed his fellow angels
and broke a sacred vow.
He had fallen with such force that the ground shook, and the trees swayed,
people fell, and time froze momentarily.
Everything hurt.
He'd never felt such agonizing pain in all his years . A searing heat burned
through his skin, eliciting a pained groan, before a guttural cry escaped his
once closed lips. A look over his shoulder confirmed his racing thoughts
and he writhed in pain as his wing-his beautiful wings-were being burnt
right off his back, because of one stupid mistake.
A cold sweat coated his body, and he tore at his clothes, needing the fire
burning within to stop. He rolled onto his back hoping to relieve the pain,
only to intensify it. Another agonized cry tore through his throat.
Had he not have been in so much pain, embarrassment would have
prevented any noise to emit from him. He had always been a quiet man . He
always took his orders seriously and never broke the rules until today.
Hours later, the fire burning from within ceased to exist and he laid in the
dirt, naked, tired, sore, and empty. Everything he had once been , stripped
in a matter of hours.
His once beautiful wings gone.
Singed feathers surrounded him.
He felt raw, and the slightest movement caused so much pain he 'd forget
to breathe. His once pristine clothes were torn and in a pile, near his head.
He could still smell the palace on them , and the thought of never seeing
the crystal structure again brought on a wave of new emotions. He couldn't
understand all the different smells, and noises around him , nor did he care.
He wanted to die, right there and then. He wanted the pain to end. He
wanted his life back and most importantly his wings.
Voices woke him from a dead sleep. Pain still lingered, but he had to move,
nobody could see him like this. He would never let anyone see him as
weak, even surrounded by these Mortals he would not be weak. He was
born to a superior race and he would find a way to go home.
He heaved himself up, grabbed his tattered clothes and roughly put them
on, frustrated with the many holes in his favorite white shirt, and the tears
in his navy jeans couldn't be mended either. With a grimace he jumped into
the nearest tree climbing the branches with the grace only an angel could
possess and waited, letting his thoughts drift back to when it all began.
"Ashtun, the General would like to see you immediately." Fabio's voice
drifted into my mind from the hallway outside the room. I wondered what
mission I'd be sent on this time, one last glance around the room, making
sure I had everything and flew out, my powerful wings some of the biggest
in the kingdom took me to the General in no time.
Mortals knew the wrong story about us. We weren't working for God, but
rather our own King and Queen, the royal family and his Elite warriors were
the few chosen to work with the mighty God. The training to become an
Elite was dangerous and many failed, withered away into nothing and had
fal len to Earth, where almost all of them had died within days.
Some of us have families, mothers and fathers, brothers, sisters. You can
be born an Angel or become a part of the few Mortals that are chosen
to continue their legacy here, not in heaven . There aren't a lot of Mortal
Angels. Many Mortals want to move on, and be in peace, see lost loved
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ones, and wait for the rest of their family. Once an Angel you have new
duties. We can't go to heaven, even the royal fami ly has not seen it.
God sends the Elite Angels to Earth, a place we know little of, and don't
belong . The Elite save Mortals, and keep the balance between death
and life steady, and work on secret missions for the royal family and God
himself. Everyone always assumed Earth was like this insane battlefield,
because the Elite always came back wounded, weary, and weak. It took
months for them to regain full health, before venturing back.
We weren't allowed to speak with the Elite unless under orders from
the King himself, they were to be left alone, and no one dared to break
the rules . There were so few, and making any mistakes would result in
becoming a Fallen.
Nobody wanted to become a Fallen. Rumours of the Fallen spread like
wildfire throughout the Kingdom , the fall to Earth was long, and it was said
that it felt like an earthquake on Earth when we landed. We weren't sure
what an earthquake was, but there were plenty of theories.
Stories of the Fallen were spread by the King 's son , Joshua, who had
heard them from the Elite, and was ordered to warn us. Those stories
were the only reason mistakes were never made; nobody wanted the
embarrassment of being stripped of their wings, and superiority.
Angels were a prideful race , weakness was not a trait that we accepted
or even acknowledged. We never cowered, never knew fear, only strength
and power. There weren 't any fat or skinny Angels-even the females had a
layer of muscle that added to the natural grace and beauty we possessed.
We flew most of the time, and everyone's wings had different patterns, that
most of the time, determined your strength or status in our society. I had
some of the biggest wings in the Kingdom , larger than my father's and two
brothers'.
Because of my wings, I had been enlisted in the Upper Crust, the program
that trained Angels like me, to become part of the Elite. It wasn't a choice.
Once selected, you left your family to live in the Palace in soldier's qu,;,rters
of course, and the training was as warned as treacherous. I hadn't seen my
fami ly in over a year, only letters, and the distance was becoming harder
with every passing week.
I stood before the General now, a man who should be in his late seventies,
but looked to be twenty-four. Angels stopped aging in their twenties . We
were eternal creatures, never meant to perish or see heaven. Few had
been banished to hell, for breaking more than one law.
The General and I stood at the same impressive height, 6'4. My wings were
larger than his, but power radiated from him in thick waves, and years of
experience, made him one of the wisest Angels in the Kingdom .
"I've been told some unsettling news about you, Ashtun."
Something was wrong. He 'd never used my name before. I had always
been addressed as Officer Mantovani. Fear crept through me so quickly
that I struggled to answer him.
"Sir, I am unsure what you are asking of me?"
I had to clear my throat twice.
"You've betrayed me, Ashtun. You were my best soldier, almost ready for
the Elite. How could you even consider giving everything up for a girl."
His voice started off soft, and the waves of fear continued to grow stronger
with every word, until I felt like I had been knocked over. His voice bellowed
around us nearby Angels looked up in fright before continuing their work.
"Sir, I don't know wha-" He cut me off with a raise of his hand.
"I trusted you more than any other soldier here. You could've been an Elite!
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You know the rules about girls, they aren't important when you made a
commitment to the crown 1 How dare you!"
His finger was dangerously close to my face, I took a step back, completely
shocked
didn't know any girls besides the ones in the Upper Crust with me. We
1
seldom spoke, besides a polite greeting or passing on directions from the
General. His eyes burned a bright red, and flames danced on top of his
skin. ! had never seen the man so enraged, in the last three years that I've
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trained as one of his soldiers.
"You will be striped of your title, and become one of the Fallen."
My world crumbled all around me with one sentence.
"Sir, I haven't spoken to a woman in three years. I would never betray your
trust or the sacred opportunity of becoming an Eiite."
The fire burned brighter on his skin , and I knew I should have just accepted
my fate quietly.
"I have proof."
He pulled something out of his pocket and showed me a picture. A
beautiful woman in my arms , her back to the camera, as she clung to me,
her lips placed on my neck. The picture moved, a live still, and she moved
from my neck to my lips. My wings wrapped around us and then the
picture replayed again.
1 couldn't remember tt,at night or the woman in my arms. Every Friday night
the recovering Elite threw a party for the few who would venture back to
Earth in the morning . Cloud 9 and Luna's Touch were first choice in drinks ,
and I will admit to having more than my fair share. I had been told by other
soldiers that I was a force to be reckoned with on party nights. Maybe it
was because I'd never experienced such fun in all my years, or maybe it
was the delicacy of the drinks, I often got carried away and felt sick the
next morning-nothing a cup of coffee couldn 't solve.
Women usually knew to stay away from soldiers. They didn't want soldiers
as mates; with the possibility of us becoming an Elite we weren't allowed
to start our own family or have a mate. Our responsibility was to the crown,
and no one else.

! had spent many nights awake, considering the possibilities. Did I want a
family? Did I crave the touch of a woman , someone to call mine? Did I want
to find my sou!mate? The likelihood of finding your soulmate was so slim,
many didn't look. They settled for mediocre happiness arid just a mate.
Someone to share an eternity with.
My parents were soulmates . My father told me, that, together, nothing
could stop them, that every touch was like an explosion of passion. When
he told me how wonderful and truly beautiful the connection was I couldn't
understand why anyone would settle for less.
He told me it was desperation and mostly lack of knowledge. My brothers
were still searching, and my sister was too young to truly understand what
love meant. She had plenty of time to learn , not that any of us wanted her
with a man.
The three of us protected her fiercely with Daniel the oldest at twentytwo, then me twenty-one, and Christian twenty. Dan had reached prime
age, he wouldn't age; anymore, nor would his physique change much.
Angelica was only thirteen the last time I saw her. She'd be sixteen now,
transforming into a beautiful woman, and I wouldn't ever see her or my
brothers again.
They would all be so disappointed in me.
! could on!y imagine how my parents would react upon receiving the news.
I looked into my General's eyes, trying to find a way to explain myself. To
beg for an opportunity to see my family one last time. it had been three
years, and I was promised that I would be allowed to see them next week.
Before I could open my mouth, he grabbed me by the neck and flew us
to the edge of the Kingdom. A Kingdom in the middle of the sky, built on
top of the clouds, also known as the Cloud Kingdom. He held me over the
edge, and I could barely breathe.
"I Genera! Joshua hereby strip Ashtun Mantovani of all his prior authority
and condemn him to a mortal life, with no use of wings, and no desire for
women. He will die in solitude without a mate. He will become a Fallen with
no connection to the Cloud Kingdom, or any family member."
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The Boys

Blindsided

by Robert Hutchinson & Levette Williams

by Seth Hojnacki

To the boy I used to call friend
No I do not have a mental disorder... ...
I'm not a problem nor do I have one,
Stop trying to make me into the algebra you gave up on in high school
I'm just weird .
Because my mother always raised me to Act like a woman, that doesn 't
mean I have to Be one,
Instead I choose to be a chameleon.
When I'm with my friends I'm just one of the guys,
Blending in, I change skin just to survive
I'm a ditto that has more balls than all the Pokemen combined
And I have no filter,
Cause what's the point of caging a savage when it's meant to run free

You left me alone,
No place to go.
These cold, forsaken hands I once called home.
Tears streaming down my face,
But no comfort found across the table.
No remorse for the world you just shattered .
If only I could go back in time,
Maybe do something different,
Even one change would have a chain reaction .
Now you're gone,
Leaving me sitting here in the darkness.
What was once my muse
Is now my everlasting torment.

To the boy I try to call friend
Don 't try to read me like a book.
I refuse to gather dust once you 're past your favorite chapter.
Run my pages as we run the fields and remember every detail.
Remember the metaphors, similes, and comparisons.
Remember the emotions found when searched for.
Remember that I don't want you to remember our favorite chapter.
Cause if you do you'll become and addict to what should be, not what is.
When change comes you'll tear back through searching lost nostalgia,
But you 'll find it has changed it 's addressed and moved from where it
once resided.
To the boy who is my friend
Thank you.
I'm a pleasant discomfort yet you only find beauty in my flaws .
You've read through my chapters and I've read through yours.
Though you can't speak my type of weird, you accept it
Slowly learning the language as you turn through the pages.
Taking in every detail of every sentence of every word of every letter...
You're on your way to being fluent in my world.

Left: by Alexandra Caplan
Bottom right: by Dave Baer
Top right: by Raven Mathis
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Three Stripe Life Page 1
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by Seth Hojnacki

by

There are two types of people I cannot tolerate : dumb people and useless people. Yet somehow God decided to make the majority
of people involved in my life either one or the other. My entire life has revolved around the decisions, actions, or consequences of
people who simply lack common sense. However, I would not be here today without those dunces, so I must give them some credit.
The hardest thing is trying to communicate or socialize with these types of people, since they also lack any esteemed qualities that
might make them interesting. Day after day, I have to put up a fa9ade to simply greet or talk to these people so I can keep my sanity in
aligned. This is the curse of being self-aware.
My flight touches down at the Fort Lauderdale International Airport, and I feel the plane starting to come to a halt. Christmas break
is over, and I'm back in Florida to start my first spring semester of college. I look out my window to see the rain fall on the tarmac
and call my Uber from the airport to university. I deeply inhale then exhale, since there is no going back and I'm trapped in Florida yet
again. I make my way off the plane with my carry-on , peering at my phone to gauge how long I'll have to wait for my Uber to get to
the airport. My phone screen indicates that my driver is five minutes away, so I text my family and girlfriend that I arrived safely. My
Uber finally arrives and I put my bag in the trunk as he adjusts his map on his phone, and then we 're on the road.
Read the complete story in the digital version of Quest.
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Dystopia
by Matthew Stanton
As I wake up and try to get my groggy bearings, the morning mandatory tele- announcements continues exposing the enemies of our great nation.
Then the voice ended how it always ended-explaining how loyalty is the way and our reminder that our actions and thoughts are being monitored daily.
Applying the toothpaste to my brush , I watch the screen unfold in front of me forcing me to apply a paste tax for using my product unless I view some
advertisements. It's not too bad; the ads are specifically made for us, so we are happy. I hear a knock on my door and rush to fin ish clothing my self.
"Otherkin Police. Open up now, you bigotl " My hands are sweaty and i'm still worried about what last night's dinner of spaghetti was doing to me. I had no
choice but to open while my house was still a mess.
"Hello. What seems to be the problem officers?" The officer dressed in a uni-gendered brightly colored clothes and a bird looking mask covering their
identity shifted its neck 90 degrees to the left.
"You did not identify resident #247 as their pronoun Welekin. According to article 7 of the new Corporate Declaration of Independence, you are fined $100
and sentenced to re -education training. "
The year is 2033 and the United States has been taken over by the corporations. It was steady at first which allowed them to be able to fester for so long.
The rest of America had no idea what had happened until the insidious nature was so exigent it was too late. They were already forced to become not
civilians any longer b1=1t civil-consumers. At first, things changed slowly at first with corporations being acceptable as equal to people in politics, transferring
their near limitless funds into our political system under the guise of free speech. Then , extra taxes for not buying a minimum amount of supplies or
merchandise to show our support for the country to eventually changing the legal system completely to not only allow for the corporations to have
complete control of the country.
Jeremy was in the Great Law Hall of Exxon on charges of not donating his mandatory amount to the local government advertising station which was of
course mandatory for the civil-consumers who could not afford to pay the first-class civilian annual fee. The judgment was the ostracization of the person
but officially it was just called being sentenced for "re-education." In realty, we were being expatriated out of the country. Or, so we thought. Jeremy awoke
in a box remembering nothing and struggling to batter the inside of the box for some freedom . In a panic, he hit a comer of the box which allowed the
structure to fail. Surrounded by trees? No, Jeremy noticed the too shiny leaves and the smooth touch of the bark. It was plastic flora designed to look like
trees. Surrounded by ocean on all sides and alone with nothing but his thoughts, Jeremy decided it was time to regroup and fight back .

Opposite top: by Alexandra Caplan
Opposite bottom: by Dave Baer
Above : by Larry Bryant
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Rwanda Story

r

by Khelia Gihozo

\

I was born in a family of five children in a small country called Rwanda. My father was dark-skinned , about 6'6 tall , had short hair and
wore these funny big glasses. He was a well-respected man in our neighborhood and was also known as one of the highly educated
people in our community. But, he spent most of his time in another city where he was a university lecturer, so we were raised by our
mother. Her name was Jane. Her parents were killed in a genocide that happened in the 1960s, so she never really liked sharing her
stories.
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I remember it was April 5th, 1994, when we heard on the radio that the presidential plane was shot down. This was the beginning
of the end. My father came home that weekend and told us that people of our kind, The Tutsi, were being tortured and killed. From
that day, people began talking about an upcoming genocide. I never felt at peace again, but being the first born of the family, I had to
be strong for my siblings or at least pretend that I was. I was afraid , depressed, and I had lost hope. As days went by, the gun fires
felt closer and closer to my home, and some of the nights me and my family would stay in a church that was nearby for safety. The
streets were empty; people of our kind were being hunted like animals and nobody was able to travel long distances.
My family was a top target because my father was well -known. The killing squad came to our house once the genocide had officially
begun. One of our neighbors saw this before us and started screaming his lungs out: "RUN ! RUN AWAY! They are coming for you!"
My father told us to leave the house, but we all ran off in different directions. I went with my mother and siblings; we hid in a bush
that wasn't so far from our house. We spent three nights there, with no food or water. From up the hill, I could hear the killing squad
calling our names with their intercom ; they were getting closer, so we had to find another place to hide, but my
mother and siblings were so weak, they could not leave the place. I left them there and went looking for my father. I went back to
our house and on my way there, I heard the killers as they marched down the road . I hid behind a tree to see what was going on.
The streets were bloody and filled with dead bodies . I saw my father in the middle surrounded by men with machetes and big guns. I
could tell it was him from far away because he was significantly taller. I closed my eyes and prayed to God hoping that it was not him.
But when I opened them , it was his face ... it was my father!
They marched him to our house because he had asked to be killed at his own home. I watched as they finished him off w ith
machetes. I waited for them to leave and I walked over to look at his body. As I watched him , I felt so numb. I had nobody to run to.
I was only 18 years old. I had completely lost my will to live. I came across an empty house, but only to find another Tutsi man hiding
under the bed. Once he saw me, he said, "You will get us both killed. You should leave!" I ran outside to go hide somewhere else, but
it was too late. The killers were already at the door. I watched them pull the man from under the bed and they killed him right before
my eyes.
They were going to kill me too but, their leader said he had other plans for me. He told me I should do what he said or he'd kill me.
He made me lie down and unbuttoned my shirt . He spread my legs. I grabbed his balls and squeezed them hard. He tried punching
me, but I did not let go. I kept squeezing as hard as I could until he fainted . I ran as fast as I could not looking back. It was getting
dark and I was too tired to keep moving , so I spent the night in a bush. The next morning people were calling out my name. At that
point, I was too tired to resist; I was ready to die. But they told me there was a house of a Tutsi widow where all the women and
children were taken for safety. It sounded too good to be true. When I arrived, I found my mother and my siblings. We all stayed in
that house for weeks. There were 20 of us in a house of just three rooms. Then one night, we were told that we were scheduled to
be executed. My mother told me and my siblings to escape while we still had the chance, but none of them wanted to leave her side.
I begged my sister Esther to escape with me, but she told me she wanted to die. She was 16 and had been raped a few days earlier.
The soldiers came to the house that day but there were too many of them . I couldn 't count. They came with a list of names. As they
began gathering the people in that house, I jumped out the window and hid in a tree. I listened to their screams as they killed every
last one of them. The pain was unbearable. I fainted. I woke up to a gun pointed at me. I wanted him to kill me. I had no reason to
live, right?
That's when Rose came running. She fell at the soldier's feet and began pleading with him. She offered him all her money and said ,
"You have killed her entire family. Just leave her for me." She also convinced him that once the war is over, he can take me to be his
wife. Rose took me to her house, gave me clothes, and cooked for me. I stayed with her for weeks; she encouraged me every day
that I would be rescued. She would tell me that it would be all over soon . She offered me a radio to follow up on the news. Each day
the rebels were getting closer to where I was. Rose told me that I would survive, and she was right. I survived because of her.
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Nothing Kills Success Like
Success
by Jeff Morgan
There hasn't been a new natural element since 1939.
All elements discovered since then have been synthesized.
Whether a boy rolling in the dirt
or a man in a chaise lounge blown backward watching a nuclear blast,
there's nothing really new in people.
Now, we have plenty of unnatural stuff in us.
There was a fellow on the news who had been eating aluminum foil for
years. He had buttons all over his pale face.
little red circles that, if you pushed,
opened to the man's soul,
which also hadn't changed since Cain slew Abel,
jealousy and anger being two natural elements
found in the archaeological dig of our collective psyche,
like arrowheads or dinosaur bones
that smell of death.

Back there
by Robert Hutchinson & Levette Williams
Why am I here
I lost you for selfish reasons
Every time I see you I feel regret
Every time I see you I just get upset
I'm sorry
All I can say is I'm sorry
I know that I hurt you
And that's what hurts me the most
I have no words to express how I feel
I'm just wondering why am I here,
It's crazy my feelings for you are still the same
I loved you from the first day we met
I'm hurting and I'm the only one to blame
I have a bad feeling that you feel the same
It hurts that I fell in love with another name
I'm crying for you but I'm loving her
Either way there is pain
If it was another time
Another place
I would rather be there

Why was I there
My fragile heart had explored with no fear
You fell to the beat of your own drum
My heart followed even though my brain knew it was dumb
So many voices told told me it was wrong
Despite all this I chose the poison of your song
Little words had brushed me off my feet
Months later little words had killed our beat
I only blamed myself for our love's defeat
I only blamed myself that we could no longer meet
My heart disowned feelings for playing a game
My brain disowned love for doing the same
In the mirror I'd forgotten my own name
Thinking of being loved only brought pain
Loving another taught me about shame
My hearts been broken but refuses to be chained
It searches day and night for change
Not affected by impatient age
Stronger than when I was there
Cautioned towards life through fear.

by Jean Tomasulo
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Holocaust Remembered
Students from The Nuremberg Trials Ciass and other participating classes created a Genz story expression project in any art form after listening to
Holocaust survivors share their stories. The purpose of the project was for students to express what they heard in order to reach others who may not
be familiar with the horrors of the Holocaust. Each project serves as a tribute to the victims as a way to share their stories with the next generation.
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YOU stripped me of my
family.
YOU stripped me of my well
being.
Just so YOU can justify YOUR
hatred of me.

______
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1. Blake Frame
2 Caitlyn Kelly
3. Dylan Klim

4. Emerly Tiburcio
5. Jessica Pozzani
6. Jose Uribe

R

7. Ka Lynn Robinson
8. Liza Klig
9. Maria Fernanda Prieto
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Artists and Authors
Maria-Isabell Abrahamsson is a student at Lynn University.
Dana Alkhawaja is a student at Lynn University.
Brant August is currently studying the 30 Animation Game Art program at
Lynn Universities Design and Media Arts Center. Brant has been aware of
his creative mind and drawing abilities since he was a young child, and set
out his goal to become an artist. He hopes that studying 30 Animation will
teach him how to apply his creative mind to the 30 programs that create
characters and environments in the video game industry.
Dave Baer is a Professor at the new Digital Media Arts Center at Lynn
University. He has been teaching at Digital Media Arts College since 2004
where he taught a range of programs such as Maya, Photoshop, and
Unreal Engine 4. Creatively, he got his start painting graffiti in the mid
to late 80's. In the 90's, he learned how to use an airbrush and started
painting murals on cars instead of walls. It also paid a lot better. In 1999,
he attended International Fine Arts College in Miami to earn my BFA in
Computer Animation then to Miami International University of Art and Design
for his Masters in Computer Animation. He has been teaching at DMAC
since 2004.
Larry Bryant has always had a love for the arts, w hether it be trad itional,
perform ing, or digital. Having a passion for video games, he went to
Digital Media Arts College and got his BFA degree in Animation/ Game Art
Concentration. He participates in the drama programs' Celebration of the
Arts and other productions. Currently, he is working on his MFA in VFX so he
can teach at the college level after he has spent time working in the game
art field.
Antonia Bustamante was born & raised in New Jersey. She is starting her
freshman year at Lynn University. She has always had a passion for writing
and creating: art is the one thing anyone can do and not get wrong w hic h
she loves.

Alexandra Caplan is a senior of Digital art and design at Lynn University.
Andrew Corsa is facu lty at Lynn University.
Dylan Cunningham is a student at Lynn University.
David Fleisher is Professor Emeritus in the College of Arts and Sciences at
Lynn University. After teach ing 18 years at Lynn, he retired in 2018. Fleisher
is an author and playwright and has had many of his plays produced in
the United States and in Ireland. He co-w rote the book for the musical
Postcards from Paradise, which was produced in March 2017 at Lynn
University and in Dublin, Ireland. His play, "Maid Service," is included in
The Best Ten-Minute Plays 2015(Smith & Kraus). Two of his monologues
are included in The Best Men's Stage M onologues of 1999 and The Best
Women 's Stage Monologues of 2000 (Smith & Kraus). One of his plays is
published by Dramatic Publishing Company in its anthology 35 in 1O: ThirtyFive Ten-Minute Plays. His entire collection of short plays entitled Grave
Concerns is in the library of the Drama League of Ireland in Dublin. He is
co-author of the nonfiction book Death of an American: The Killing of John
Singer and is a member of the Authors Guild and Dramatists Guild.
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Jaelin Forestier is a student at Lyn n University.
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Leonardo Santaniello Garica is a student at Lynn University.
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Alicia Gibbons is a student at Lynn University.
Khelia Gihozo is a student at Lynn University.
Trevor Grafflin is in his 16th year at Lynn University working in the Institute
for Achievement and Learning and now the Financial Aid Office. He enjoys
writing about what he cannot sometimes explain. He likes to look at the world
from a perspective of w ho we should be as people. He feels the need to
express his thoughts this way.
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Joshua Harris is a freshman at Lynn University currently majoring in
computer animation to work in the field of animation and one day create
movies or TV shows that would entertain many individuals. His comic stripes
are about a story that he is cu rrently working on and would later develop the
story into something much greater.
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Seth Hojnacki is freshman at Lynn. He is on the baseball team and tries to

poet!

participate in other English or Literature clubs at Lynn. He enJoys writing both

publi

fiction and nonfiction stories, reads, and draws in his free time.
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Devin Holzman is a student at Lynn University.
Ket:
Robert Hutchinson is a student at Lynn University.
Paula Hyman has worked at Lynn University since 1998. She works as
a fu ll-time tutor, specifically in writing, for the Institute for Achievement and
Learning. Over the years at Lynn, Paula has served as an advisor for Hillel
and as a member of the Spiritual Life Committee. Her love of literature, travel,
music and art have inspired her to write c reatively.
Geralneka Innocent is a student at Lyn n University.
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Taylor Jade is a student at Lynn University.
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Lensa Jeudy is a student at Lynn University.
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Courtney Jones is a student at Lynn University.
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Tqriro Katuryza is a student at Lynn University.
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Sofia Lasprilla is a student at Lynn University.
Andrew Leonard is a young poetry w riter who began writing poems since
5th grade. Poetry has been a gate away for him to open up to the world.
Being a young poetry writer has allowed him to foc us on his w riting and help
broaden his view of the world. He is a student at Lynn University.
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Dr, Greg LeSar, new faculty for Film and TV at Lynn. Since moving to Boca
this past August, he has been busy trying to express some of his emotions

me
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regard ing making such a big move for suc h a big opportunity in his life. The

an

layers and segments of his output represent his conscious acknowledgement
of how he is changing.

Artists and Authors - Continued
ruana Marcelli is a student at Lynn University.

Ryan Orender is a student at Lynn University.

Angie Marini, a senior here at Lynn with a hospitality major and a minor in

Darion Patrick is a student at Lynn Ur1iversity.

event management. She works hard every day to help facilitate the events
that she plans to occur on campus through the Student Activities Board

Jahzeel Ramos is a student at Lynn University.

(SAB) After her graduation in May she plans to find a country club or a
resort to work in.

Harika Rao is an assistant professor in the College of Business and Management
at Lynr1 University She has attended schools in different parts of the World and

Raven Mathis is a freelance artist in the Digital Art and Design program.
1g yea rs oid, and they have been drawing professionally for approximately
6 years, and has been practicing digital tor approximately 4 years. They've
gone to the Art Institute, and have taken art classes through High School.
~ 1 ey have designed a logo for a private bouncy house company, anci sold
concept designs. They are currently working on a comic series, and plan on
doing more designs to sell.

enjoys travelirig, photography, and learning nevv cultures. She is also a trained
classica! Kathak dancer.

Rissa Rodriguez is a student at Lynn University.
Sabra Roshanli is a student at Lynn University.
Jordana Rothberg is a student at Lynn University.

Charles Michelson has been a poet since the sixth grade when his
Special Education Teacher Mr. Fancy taught him the poem "Ladles and
Jeliyspoons" from the work A Rocket in my Pocket: the Rhymes and
Chants of Young Americans by Carl Withers, as a way to read. His love of
poetry as a daily exercise is paramount to his life as a whole. His poetry was
published in Quest Lynn University's Literary Arts Journal, where he studied
creative w riting and literature with Jeff Morgan. He is curr-ently at work on his
first volume of poetry.

Tania Roul is a student at Lynn University.
Aaron-James Smith is a senior student studying 30 Computer Animation.
Cristian Salgado is currently a freshman in the Computer Animation maJOr.
Cristian jokingly claims to own the second library on campus and is known on and
off the soccer field as "the Professor." He aspires to one day be a creative force
behind future Star Wars stories. "Pass on what you have learned." -Yoda

Ketsia Monga is a student at Lynn University.
Matthew Stanton is a student at Lynn University.
Salma Moran is a freshman at Lynn University studying Film and Television.
She has always had an eye for photography, but what she envisions as
beautiful is different from ott1er views. She finds beauty in everything and
tries to express that mindset in her art.
Jeff Morgan is an English professor at Lynn University since the previous
millennium, and recently had his third book, American Comic Poetry,
published in the fall of 2015 by McFarland. The author of numerous essays
and poems, Morgan lives with his wife, Dana, in Boynton Beach, and tends
his garden
Maria Mundz is a student at Lynn University.

Morgan Taylor is a student at Lynn University.
Jean Tomasulo is from Rochester, New York. At a young age, Jean discovered
her love for the arts when she enJoyed drawing toucans on her papers in
elementary school. This soon turned into a passion of hers to continue doing
art in various sty!es. Jean has also explored playing three different inst1~uments,
photography, and recently started designing clothing ideas. She is always
innovating and trying out new ideas in al! of her prOJects.
Nikhil Verma is a sophomore at Lynn studying psychology. He does photography
in his free time and because of that loves traveling and experiencing new things.
He is from Otiando, FL.

Richard Murphy is originally from Quincy (City of Presidents) Ma, now
living in eastern North Carolina, on antebellum Windfield Homestead. He

Mathilda Wahren is a student at Lynn University.

is a former Army Officer, Paratrooper. Commercial Multi-Engine Pilot. He is
completing the Lynn MBA in Aviation Management. He is an avid student of

Will Wyman is staff at Lynn University.

aviation and historical military anachronisms.

Macayla Neufeld is a student at Lynn University.
Kervin Noel is a second year transfer from DMAC. He won the 11th annual
full- scholarship drawing competition in 2017 and is currently studying for a
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design. He has been drawing his whole life,

Levette Williams is a 20 yr old Guyanese-American. She is a Graphic Design
maJOr here at Lynn. She loves the arts and has to goal to wo1-k in a well knows
design firm once she graduates, ever1tually srie would love to run her own
business in the industry. Art is a form of expression that no one can limit you in or
tel! you the "correct way" of creating it whether if it is in the form of photography,
written word, or an actual art piece.

mostly self- taught, and has been a graphic designer for about 7 years now.
The artw ork included is a collection of prOJects since enroiiing, both personal
and for school.
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